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Star trek fleet command ships that drop dilithium

Comment more information on various hostile NPCS can be found on whether hostiles, Neutral Zones or Puak Source pages, where there are schedules that can be drawn up to help you find where hostilities live. The Murasaki 312 system off Tellun is the only system in the game without hostility. This page is an ongoing work, currently current for the system up to stage 20.
Schedule of Power Spinning StagesIntingRigellian DestroyerNausicaan OutlawSuliban NomadRigellian Hunter ExplorersOrion SlaverOrion TraitorBoslic Servant Merchant MilitiaPakled ThiefSona Lanun 1 143 - - 2 162 - 3 230 - — 4 283 — — 5 5 363 428 — 6 — 533 — 7 — 709 — 8 — 971 956 9 — 1392 1377 10 1927 1903 1870 11 2393 2334 23343 12 3012 2935 2905 13 3877
3760 3725 14 5263 5153 5108 15 6745 6613 6548 16 9449 940 4 9404 9457 17 11,351 11,296 11,354 18 12,996 12,905 12,978 19 16,487 16,382 16,477 20 18,107 17,996 18,099 21 23,224 23,149 23,247 The List of Neutral Hostile Stages of Destruction Rigellian Power 1 143 2 162 3 230 4 283 5 363 Rigellian Destroyers was the Interceptor hostility that brought down Parsteel
when defeated. They are the first hostile NPC players will face, and can be found in stages 1 to 4: Systems in the Risa area: Bank (1), Barra (1), Benzi (4), Bo-Jeems (1), Bodex (2), Boorhi (1), Corla (1), Cospilon (2), Dalfa (2 ), Doma (1), Dovaler (1), Estrada (4), Follin (2), Groshi (2), Halkon (1), Heima (1), Izbel (1), Lipas (1), Nidox (1), Poja (1) , Reelah (1), Slawlor (1), Soeller (1),
Tohvus (1), Toshen (2), Zanti (1) and Zukerat (4). Systems in the Maluria region: Alorina (1), Baw (4), Beyven (1), Cymon (2), Didi (1), Donnel (1), Falko (2), Feer (1), Iora (2), Jeybriol (1), Jobe (2), Kerao (1), Khic (1), Lasairbhea (2), Laurgatt (4), Lyquan (1), Maq (1), Mayagrazi (2), Muhen (1), Pimo (1), Quirad (1), Ruli (4), Saqua (1), Sido (1), Skelg (1), Vemarii (1) and Wuver (1).
System in Tellun area: Aker (4), Berebul (1), Colt (1), Delbaana (1), Dauan (1), Hroga (2), Injerra (1), Junid (1), Klora (2), Konockt (2), Lanoitan (1), Laxos (1), Lotch (1), Lotch (1), Lotch (1), Lotch (1), Lotch (1), Lyra (1), Melllvar (1), New Sligo (1), Obbia (1), Orkon (1), Rabalon (1), Soman (1), Notch (4), Vatok (1), Vawur (2), Vinland (4) , Wagirur (2), Yerma (1) and Zorga (2).
Systems in the Yridia region: Aetisan (2), Agrico (1), Alacti (2), Bohvanderro (4), Bridford (4), Cecin (1), Dolcan (2), Entrunar (1), Hessen (1), Kepp (1), Landi (4), Lockred (1), Lockred (1), Lockred (1), Hessen (1), Kepp (1), Landi (4), Lockred (1), Lockred (1), Lockred (1), Hessen (1), Kepp (1), Landi (4), Lockred (1), Lockred (1), fa (1), Maynard (1), Mulk (2), Nurt (1) , Odal (1), Panuq
(2), Patton (1), Pinikou (1), Poservoz (1), Ramexik (1), Resola (1), Taoji (2), Vinmaier (2), Wokapa (1) and Xjao (1). Orion Servitung Power Stage 3 - 4 - 5 428 6 533 7 709 8 971 Orion Slavers is a hostile Explorer Parsteel if defeated. They can be found in the phases 4 to 7: Maluria (7) and the adjacent systems: Baw (4), Flok (6), Hosun (6), Laurgatt (4) and Ruli (4). Boru (7) and
nearby systems: Eshu (6), Katonda (6), Kauko (6), Kibuka (6), Leza (6) and Tapio (6). Aindia Aindia and adjacent systems: Alonso (6), Cosa (6), Fiadh (6), Mara Eya (6), Mielikki (6) and Ulzar (6). Risa (7) and nearby systems: Benzi (4), Estrada (4), Melvara (6), Yuvaa (6) and Zukerat (4). Tellun (7) and adjacent systems: Aker (4), Forhingre (6), Notch (4), Vinland (4) and Winber
(6). Coth (7) and adjacent systems: Emola (6), Fyufi (6), Gurdy (6), Kroci (6), Veist (6) and Wretsky (6). Solusta (7) and adjacent systems: Iaswo (6), Istyna (6), Littledove (6), Lyon (6), Mesadin (6) and Taleka (6). Yridia (7) and adjacent systems: Aoro (6), Bohvanderro (4), Bridford (4), Calex (6), and Landi (4). Takret Militia Power Stage 8 956 9 1377 10 1870 11 2300 12 2905 13 -
Takret Militia is a warship feud that brought down the Tritanium when defeated. They can be found in the system of stage 8 through 12: The surrounding Maluria: Erevan (9) and Jinnia (9). Aodaan (8) and nearby systems: Boniv (8), Duvlock (8), Ergantal (8) and Sual (8). Súilneimhe (8) and adjacent systems: Bernin (8), Maglynn (8), Moston (8) and Pyr (8). Risa around: Eral (9)
and Volta (9). Tellun Area: Kito (9) and Worhundelja (9). Fithis (8) and nearby systems: Alpha Way (8), Beta Way (8), Minnea (8) and Rosenburg (8). Rua (8) and nearby systems: Demavar (8), Robesi (8), Tova (8) and Zog (8). Yridia around: Dyrr (9) and Palimer (9). Orion (12) and adjacent systems: Aum (9), Benif (9), Bulut (9), Hiccups (9), Donfo (10), Doraboro (9), Ellijo (9), Elva
(11), Ethjamar (9), Mackers (9), Nilkino (10), No. (9), Qubas (9), Somaochu (9), Suqigor (9), Tynkar (9), Utoqa (10), Uuuuhai (9), Weh (10), Whinnul (9), Xipox (9), Yosiqul (9) and Zehoro (11). Fostaa (10), Imgra (10) and adjacent systems: Dignam (9), Flibble (9), Then (9), Liynuk (9), Luheez (9), Mari (9), Rozi (9) and Sohkia (9). Nausicaa (12) and adjacent systems: Alannah (9),
Collep (10), Dudu (9), Friefra (10), Gobbo (9), Grenfil (9), Honsao (10), Kayojui (9), Lodum (9), Luca (9), Luca (10), Kayojui (9), Lodum (9) 9), Luca (9), Luca (10), Kayojui (9), Lodum (9), Luca (9), Luca (10), Kayojui (9), Lodum (9), Luca (9), Luca (10),9), Maya (9), Quvolis (11), Una (9), Veias (9), Vogum (9) , Xabek (9), Xiyia (9), Yesop (9), Yoki Neesh (9), Zamam (9), Zonu (9) and
Zozalin (9). Orion Traitor Power Level 8 - 9 1392 10 1903 11 2334 12 2935 13 3760 14 5153 15 6613 16 9404 Orion Traitors is a fallen Explorer hostility They can be found at: Orion (16 9404 Orion Traitors 12) and adjacent systems: Aum (9), Benif (9), Bulut (9), Hiccups (9), Donfo (10), Doraboro (9), Ellijo (9), Ethjamar (9), Mackers (9), Nilkino (10), Nooia (9), Qubas (9) , Qubas
(9), Qubas (9), Somaochu (9), Suqigor (9), Tynkar (9), Utoqa (10), Uuuuhai (9), Weh (10), Xipox (9), Yosiqul (9), Whinnul (9) Fosta (10), Imgra (10) and adjacent systems: Clytomenes (1), Dignam (9), Flibble (9), Then (9), Liynuk (9), Luheez (9), Mari (9), Rozi (9) and Sohkia (9). Nausicaa around: Alannah (9), Collep (10), Dudu (9), Eojur (11), Friefra (10), Gobbo (9), Grenfil Honsao
(10), Kayojui (9), Lodum (9)), Luca (9), Maya (9), Una (9), Veias (9), Vogum (9), Xabek (9), Xiyia (9), Yesop (9), Yoki Neesh (9), Zamam (9), Zonu (9) and Zozalin (9). Rigel (13) and nearby systems: Astrida (14), Cita Cita (15), Zaurak (13) Nausicaan Outlaw Stage Power 10 1927 11 2393 12 3012 13 3877 14 5263 15 6745 Nausicaan Outlaws was the Interceptor hostility that
brought down Parsteel when defeated. They can be found in: nearby Orion: Elva (11), Zehoro (11) Nausicaa (12) and adjacent systems: Eojur (11), Nelve (12) quvolis advertising (11). Rigel (13) and adjacent systems: Dhi'ban (14), Lycia (14) Pakled Thieves Stage Power 11 - 12 2905 13 3725 14 5108 15 6548 16 9457 17 11,354 18 12,978 19 16,477 20 18,099 21 23,247 22
30,500 Pakled Thieves were the enemy warships that brought down Dilithium when defeated. They can be found in: nearby Orion: Bellas (12) Rigel (13) and adjacent systems: Dhi'ban (14), Elona (13) and Vindemiatrix (15). Areas around Azha: Kaus Australis (16), Helvetios (18) and Zeta Polis (19). Fastolf (21) Kepler-018 (20) and adjacent systems: Aciben (17), Eisenhorn (19)
and Vemet (17). Opla around: Pune (16) and Skyedark (18). Boslic Servant Traders Power Stage 14 - 15 6613 16 9404 17 11,296 18 12,905 19 16.16 20382 20 17,996 21 23,149 22 30,371 Servant Boslic traders were hostile Explorers who knocked out Tritanium when defeated. They can be found at: Deneva (15) and the adjacent systems: Labac (17) and Obilent (17). Areas
around Azha: Jishui (16), T-stocking Media (17) Amador Region: Araiza (17) and Laidcenn (17). Fastolf (21) and Sorenle (21) Kepler-018 are around: Eizeb (16), Bubeau (18) and Zhang (19). Midnight (19) and nearby systems: Madra (16) and Ragarr (17). Opla (20) and nearby systems: Freyda (17), Gelvin (19) and Dalukerinborva (18). The power of the Nomad Suliban 15 6745
16 9449 17 11,351 18 12,996 19 16,487 20 18,107 21 23,224 22 30,480 Nomad Suliban was the Interceptor hostility that brought down Parsteel when defeated. They can be found in: In the Deneva area: Kepler-018: Bharani (16) and Wezen (18). Amador (19) and adjacent systems: Lone (17) and Ocus (16). Azha (20) and nearby systems: Borealis (17), Todem (18) and Wasat
(19). Midnight vision: Atreig (16) and Gra (18). Sorenle (21) Opla around: Kosz, (19), Ora Leraa (16) and Oltomon (17). Rigellian Hunter Rigellian Hunters is an Interceptor feud that knocks parsteel down when defeated. They can be found at: Nearby Deneva: Labac (17) and Oblient (17). Sona Pirate Level Strength 15 - 16 9457 17 11,354 18 12,978 19 16,477 20 18,099 21 23,247
Sona Pirates were the enemy warships that crashed Dilithium when defeated. They can be found in: In the area of Deneva: Amador (19) and adjacent systems: Rakkaus (16), H'ganrem (18) Midnight (19) and adjacent systems: Medua (17), the content of the community of Dle'greffo (18) can be found under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated otherwise. Guide by our friendly
moderators - Captain Epictetus There are 5 main groups of employees in the game, there are also additional groups issued periodically through in the game. For our purposes, we will focus on the main groups available to recruit at any time. I have compiled the following monitoring system to make it easier to identify what employees are effective, limited, or damaged.
ExcellentOfficer is excellent at more than one ship class. Functions well against hostility and at PVP Increases defense or ship offense significantly. Works as designed. GoodOfficer works well on more than one ship's class but not top-tier officials. Works as designed. The hostile heroesit increase the battle against hostility and function as prescribed. SituationalAn officials can
then be used to fill the rest when better officers are not there. Only effective at 1 or 2 classes of ships. Broken or NerfedIt doesn't work as designed or nervous compared to its friends. Avoid using unless no other officer is available. Enterprise Crew Defense-oriented enterprise crew. In general, their defensive statistics are higher than others. Their abilities usually focus on sorting
out resilience in combat. OfficerTypeRarityCaptain AbilityOfficer AbilityPreferred ClassScottyEngineerUncommonRepair Speed Reduction Increases hull health/AArkadyCommandUncommonChance inspired Morale when depletedIncreases shield protects Morale's health when attacked by critical hitIncreases amount of damage made by energy weapons with
MoraleN/AUhuraEngineerRareChance slowed down the fire of an opponent's weapon when the armor exhausted The PrecisionExplorerSpockScienceRareIncreases ship by N% at the beginning of each round Even though the ship had Morale, returning armored health to the same amount as the N% defense officer on board. Note: Spock couldn't restore exhaustedExplorer
shields, but was effective on all types of ships as well. BonesScienceRareGives bonuses 20% to all officer's abilities. Whenever the ship got it, he increased the defense of all officers on the bridge by N%N/AKirkCommandEpicAs as long as the ship as morale, Kirk gave all officers on board a 70% bonus for all their statistics. At the start of each round, Kirk had an N% chance of
inspiring Morale for 2 rounds. N/A Forever Shield Capabilities One of the most potent combinations is Spock's ability to restore armored health equipped by Captain Kirk's Maneuver increasing officer statistics and Bones' ability to increase defenses by a certain percentage each time a ship is hit by an weapon. Here are some important points to note about this capability: Spock will
not restore the completed armor - this means that its ability is useless when paired with arkadyMitigation mechanics is why the ship continues to receive body damage even if the body health is at 100% or more. However, full shield increases reduction and reduces body damage. The shield over the original amount of ships will not increase the reduction as far as I can say. Stacks
of bone capabilities throughout the fighting, meaning that armored health will sort as well as for the sake of simplicity, allowing to calculate the health improvement of the shield against an officer, Kirk for example and we will use the abilities of maximized officers. Kirk there are defensive statistics 2600 and with Morale he increased his own defensive statistics by 70%. The ship
was attacked twice in rounds and Bones increased Kirk's defensive statistics 30% each time. Spock improved shield health by 750% Kirk defence statistics (2600* 1.3*1.3* 1.7 ) * 7.50 = 56,023 added to shield health from Kirk alone. Clingon Patriots The Klingon Patriots are attack-oriented. Their focus is on increasing offensive output through increased gun damage, better critical
hit chances, and reducing opponent mitigation. The group wants to end engagement quickly and tend to be weaker in longer battles. OfficerTypeRarityCaptain AbilityOfficer AbilityPreferred ClassKothEngineerUncommonKoth dropped the repair time of a ship as long as an opponent's ship had a Hull Breach, Koth increased the damage dealt with by KineticInterceptor weapons, but
was still effective on board with kineticWotlen weapons he increased the gun damage by 10%Increasing the value of the dodge on interceptorsInterceptorM'RalCommandUncommonM'Ral boosting the ship's armored piercings by N%M'Ral increasing the number of attacks of all officers on board by N%InterceptorChangCommandRareAs as long as the health of the opponent's
body is below 60%, increasing the damage If the ship tackles a critical hit to the opponent's ship while it has Hull Breach, Chang has the N% chance of delaying the next gun attack by 1 round/AAzetburScienceRareWhen hitting the enemy with a kinetic weapon. Azetbur had the N% chance of causing Hull's breach for 2 rounds While the ship had Every time the ship hit with
Azetbur's weapons increased piercing the ship's armor by N%InterceptorKerlaineerRareWhen armor finished during the fighting, Kerla increased the dodge of the ship by N%Kerla increasing Critical Hit Damage by N% when releasing shots GorkonCommandEpicIncreases chance to tackle a critical hit by N% for the first 2 rounds. When the ship hit opponents with a critical hit,
gorkon had a 90% chance of causing Hull's violations for three rounds. The interception, but could be effective on the health-oriented Nero Crew The Nero Crew battleship. In general, their health statistics are higher than others. Nero crews are designed to work effectively on warships and their abilities tend to focus on reducing the effectiveness of opposing shields. The group
also tends to be weaker in longer battles. OfficerTypeRarityCaptain AbilityOfficer AbilityPreferred ClassArixScienceUncommonEverytime opponent hit by an energy weapon, Arix has a 10% chance of burning it. As long as Hull's health was below 70% of its value at the beginning of the battle, Arix increased the Shield by N%BattleshipJavaidCommandUncommonJavaid increased
the Ship's Piercing Shield by 35%If the ship was a Warship, Javaid increased its Shield by 40%BattleshipVellaScienceUncommonIf the opposing ship Vella increased gun damageIncreases total health of all officers on board by 15%N/AVemetScienceRareCan cured ship health by 5% in case of lost fighting. At the beginning of each round, if an opponent's ship is on fire, Vemet
reduces its Shield Health by an equal amount to 700% of the health of all officers on board/AKumakCommandRareAt starting each round, Kumak increases the statistics of all Officers on board by 5%As long as the enemy ship i Burns, Kumak increases Shields, Releasers and Dodge ships with 100%N/ALivisEngineerRareLivis lowered the time it takes to repair vessels by 10% if
warshipIf ships are warships, Livis improves health Maximum hull by N%BattleshipNeroEngineerEpicAt starts per round, if an opponent's ship is on fire, Nero increases arms damage by 60%Every time an opponent attacks, Nero has an N% chance of burning it for two rounds. The Group's N/A Starfleet Academy is fully focused on improving offensive and defensive capabilities
against hostilities. They can also overcome Epic officers when opponents are hostility. This group is suitable when doing hostile farming. Note, their abilities are inactive against mission hostility. OfficerTypeRarityCaptain AbilityOfficer AbilityPreferred Ship ClassShev AkriaEngineerCommonIncreases Tritanium Rewards against hostilesIncreases energy damage against
hostilesN/AGailaEngineerCommonIncreases Parsteel Rewards against hostilesDecreases critical hit damage from hostilesN/AT'LaanScienceCommonIncreases ship experience gained by fighting hostilesDecreases the damage done by hostile KINETIC weaponsN/AVel K'BentayrScienceCommonIncreases dilithium rewards for defeating a hostileIncreases the damage done to
hostiles with KINETIC weaponsN/AGrace ChenScienceCommonChen increases the Dodge, Shields, Deflection and Armor of the ship against hostilesDecreases the damage done by hostile energy weaponsN/ALucia GonzalesCommandCommonIncreases the chance of dealing a critical hit against hostilesIncreases the damage of critical hits against hostilesN/AMarlena
MoreauScienceRareAfter winning a battle, she heals the shield health by 40%Decreases the armor piercing, shield piercing, and accuracy of hostiles by a certain percentageN/A Glory In The Kill This group is entirely focused on combating other players. If you find yourself engaged against a player with a rare/epic crew, this group can be used tout the crew and reduce its
effectiveness. OfficerTypeRarityCaptain AbilityOfficer AbilityPreferred Ship ClassRukorCommandCommandCommonIncreases arms damage to players when in explorerIncreases energy weapons damage if an opponent is anExplorerVartoqCommandCommonIncreases player damage upon inside the interception performed by kinetic weapons if an opponent is a
PlayerKomalEngineerUncommonIncreases gun damage against the player inside the warshipDecreas damage kinetic weapons opponent if an opponent is a PlayerBattleshipVixisScienceUncommonHas chance of 6% to delay the fire of an opponent's weapon for one round/AKlaaCommandRareIncrease speed of ship inducement critical incidents were hit by
20%N/AKrasScienceEpicDecreas the effectiveness of the opponent's captain's maneuver. Reducing the attacks, defences, and the health of all officers on the bridge of the opponent/Augments The Augments is an attack and health oriented. The captain's abilities and their officers were attacked and hit critically. They focus almost exclusively on increasing attacks and reducing
mitigation in stations and docking vessels. Since enlargement groups are the most effective in the early rounds and focus on increasing their critical hits are ideal on interceptions and warships (e.g. Bortas). OfficerTypeRarityCaptain AbilityOfficer AbilityPreferred ClassJoaquinCommandUncommonIncreases Cargo Protected Cargo ShipJoaquin increases the decoded and damaged
mining rate of dateBotany Bay/SurveyorKatiScienceUncommonAt startup per round, if the target is a defensive platform, he increases the chances of a critical hitWhen attacking station, he increases the critical hit damageInterceptor/BattleshipOttoEngineerUncommonAt start-up every round, if the target of the ship is a defensive platform, he increases the damaged shipIncreases
attack to every officer on the shipwrecker bridge Increase Attacks, Defense, and Health captain/AJoachimScienceRareWhen attack stations, He had an N% chance of increasing the ship's reduction for the first round of combatWhen attacking stations, he reduced the gun damage of all opposing vessels and the defense platform he had an N% chance of drastically reducing
opponents' mitigation for two roundSEverytime ships violated, he increased the chances of a critical hit by N%Interceptor/Battleship Limited Edition They tend to have very effective abilities and maneuvers even if they haven't felt. Their weak point is that their officers' statistics tend to be low and can reduce the bonus of officers of The OfficerTypeRarityCaptain AbilityOfficer
AbilityOfficer AbilityPreferred ClassJohn HarrisonScienceRareIncreases ships damage to settlers by 20%In the first round of battles, Harrison ignores a certain percentage of armor/ADeciusScienceRareWhen fighting superior ships, Decius increases accuracy, piercing armor, and piercing armor by 10%eEvery time hit ships, Decius increases gun damage by a certain
percentage/AMaraScienceRawhen fight against interceptioners, Mara The ship has Hull Breah, Mara cut the dodge of N% at the end of each roundExplorerKrellEngineerRareEvery the time the ship got damage to the shield health, Krell has a 30% chance of tackling Hull's Breach for 1 roundKrell increasing damage to Federal ships by 25% of crew
defences/APaulZhouUncommonIncreases defense of officials on board has moralised Zhou increased Armor/Deflection/Dodge by % defenseman AlexanderMarcus Marcus has certain changes to cause MoraleMarcus to increase the value of armored wharves as a defensive percentage of crew/explorerLivianaCharvanekEpicWhen health HUll ship goes under 80% at the start of
the battle, he has a chance of % Burning.Increase the shield piering the ship with a percentage of health Crew.interceptor/explorerKangAt the start of the battle, Kang has a percentage chance of tackling Hull's Breach to an opponent for 3 roundIncreases of ship accuracy with the percentage of crew attacks.explorer/battleship Crew Suggestions Crew you put on board is a relative
situation to the type of vessel you have , what ship you attack, output damages the opponents, and whether it is PVP or Hostile. Below you will find a series of crew recommendations that I have put together based on my own experiences. However, you do not have to hesitate to tweet or experiment based on the information I provide above. Hostile agriculture Effective agriculture
costs is all about being able to destroy as much hostility before your ship is destroyed. Here is a list of different combinations that you can use depending on what officer you have and what is best suited for your vessel. CaptainBridge 1Bridge 2Below Deck StatsNotesPikeMoreauChen or T'laanN/AIf you're lucky enough to have Captain Pike, harnessing his captain's ability to be
paired with Moreau. This resulted in a 60% boost to the reduction in hostility damages of Chen or T'Laan. This is hands down the best hostile farming configurationCadet McCoyT'Laan or ChenIf you don't have this Pike is a good alternative to increasing damage output and reducing hostile damage. GonzalesChenHarrisonA mixes officials with health, assault, and defense to offset
officials' bonuses. Gonzales increases the chances of a critical hit against hostility. Chen reduced the damage from energy weapons. Harrison strips the shield for the first round ofChenMoreauHarrisonA's mix of officials with health, assault, and defense to offset the officials' bonuses. Chen increases dodge, culptor, and shield. Reduces damage from energy weapons. Harrison
strips the shield for the first round. Moreau reduces shield-piercing, jetty shields, and Hostile. ChenK'Bentayr/AkriaMoreauA mixes officials with health, assault, and defense to offset officers' bonuses. Chen increases dodge, culptor, and shield. Reduces damage from energy weapons. Both officers are effective either energy or kinetics. Depending on what factions are hostile, you
will want to change both. Moreau reduces piercing shields, shield piers, and hostility accuracy. ChenAlternate: VellaIncreases damage to settlers. Useful for hostile explorersKrellMoreauDefense is an officer-oriented to improve KrellThis' ability is the Federal agricultural configuration. Chen increases dodge, culptor, and shield. Reduces damage from energy weapons. Krell
increased the damage of federal vessels versus the officer's defense. Moreau reduces shield-piercing, jetty shields, and hostile precision. GorkonKothChenA's Mix of Defence and Health.InterceptorI configuration has used this configuration against tough hostility in the dailies. Gorkon increases the chances of a critical hit. Koth increases kinetics under body violations and
increases GorkonChen's ability to reduce hostile damageNeroVemetChenDefense and AttackBattleship Configuration against Explorer HostilesNero boosts gun damage, vemets of hostile armored strips, and Chen reduces energy damage from PVP settlers or PVP configurations Armadas I've included a list of rankings for each type of ship class. Again, this is a suggestion and I
encourage everyone to experiment with their own configuration. Paul Zhou Monster Mitigation For any one of the configurations under officer Paul Zhou can be swapped out for one of the bridge crews and was very effective on the Fleet. Zhou can maximize the mitigation property of any ship to which it exits at 71% mitigation - the maximum allowed by the game. Effectively, it
denies any triangular advantages and any indicators/value of accuracy of opposing vessels. Just remember that Zhou must be paired with officers who can produce Morale (Kirk, Marcus, etc.) Alexander Marcus, Kang, and Charvanek These Officers, when they reached Ranked 4 and 5, increase the offensive values (pierce, accuracy) to a high degree (as opposed to the deck
statistics below) that they can flip triangularly with respect to engagement against ships that would normally have an advantage OR they would be more of your advantage in combat They could push the mitigation factor well below 50% in superfection The relatively new Anti-Faction Introduction to the game is an anti-tribal official. These officers are Overpowered (OP) at Rank 4
&amp; 5 (20-30). Especially if you have an in-depth officer schedule with high officer statistics. They can increase damage output by 5x or more when battling tribal vessels. CaptainBridge 1Bridge 2Below DeckNotesKirkkrellMirekDefense - as much defense as you can put under the deck affects the ship's bonuses. This is an ideal combination when fighting Fed ships. Krell and
Mirek will sort out their abilities and Kirk will increase the statistics of officials. KirkYukiYan'AghHealth - health as much as you can put under the deck without compromising the shipThis bonus is an ideal combination when fighting Romulan ships. Yuki and Yan'Agh will conclude and Kirk will increase the statistics of officers. KirkL'NarSpockAttack – as many attacks as you can put
under the deck without compromising the ship's bonusesThis is an ideal combination when fighting a Klingon ship. L'nar will increase the damage and Kirk will increase official statistics to continue sorting out damage. Interceptor CaptainBridge 1Bridge 2Below Deck StatsNotesGorkonKerlaHarrsionAlternate: WotlenKothDefense, Health, and Attack. In the orderGorkon increases
the chances of a critical hit. Kerla increased critical hit damage with kinetic weaponsKoth, with Hull Breach, increasing kinetic weapons damage. GorkonKerlaKhanDefense and then a mixture of health and similar attacks. Gorkon increased the chances of a critical hit in the first two rounds. Kerla increases critical hit damage with kinetic weaponsKhan will increase the chances of a
critical hit every time a ship is hit byKirkBonesSpockAttack, Health, and Defence. In the order three officers focused on providing excellent defense. They may not end the fight swiftly. But they give the remarkable resilience of battle. M'RalWotlenKerlaHealth, Defense, and Attack in the order. Alternatives that can be highlighted if you are limited to epic or rare officers.
CaptainBridge 1Bridge 2Below Deck StatsNotesKirkBonesSpockAttack, Health, and Defence battleships. In the order three officers focused on providing excellent defense. They may not end the fight swiftly. But they give the remarkable resilience of battle. GorkonKerlaKothDefense, Health, and Attack. In the orderThis group it can be very effective on similar weapons warships
(e.g. Bortas, Kumari) where large Kinetic weapons fire in the first two rounds. Ineffective on Intrepid or LegionaryNeroVemetAlternate:Javaid when Vemet levels are low. LivisHealth, Defense, and Attack. In the order. While Nero's gun maneuver is not ideal, we want him on the bridge to vemet.Vemet strip the enemy shield by a certain % of all officers' health. This is why health is
statistically an important officer in this configuration. Livis improves overall body health. JavaidLivisHarrisonAlternate: ArixAttack, Defence, and Health.Javaid improve the shield and the captain's maneuver improves piercing (excellent shields against explorers)Livis improves body health. Harrison ignored the shield percentage for the first round. Explorer CaptainBridge 1Bridge
2Below Deck StatsNotesKirkBonesAlternate: UhuraUse Uhura if your crew's defensive statistics are high or if you have EnterpriseAlternate: Sulu orHarrisonCan shortened against smaller or equally matched opponents. SpockDefense, Attack, and HealthThis are ideal crews for settlers It increases the explorer's main defensive component: shieldsSpock only as good as your
crew's defensive statistics. Weak officials on board high-powered vessels will result in a minimum increase in shield health. SuluArkadyAlternate: HarrisonUseful against weaker opponents and you want to minimize the battle round. UhuraAttack, Health, and DefenceSulu can inspire inspiration and with morality he can increase gun damage. Akady improves shield health. Uhura
improves the accuracy ofSuluArkadyScottyAttack, Defence, and Health.If you are short on a rare officer. This is a good crew to morally improve basic statistics and weapons. Base Breaking (Attack Station) With the introduction of the Augment group attacking the station will require the set of its own officers configuration to increase the effectiveness of ship battles against the
station. CaptainBridge 1Bridge 2Ship TypeNotesKhanJoachimMarla McGiversorKati:He caused critical hit damage. However, paired with Joachim Khan's chances of ability to drop to 85%. Interceptor or BattleshipKhan were very effective in the first two rounds and cumulatively increased the chances of a critical hitJoachim reducing damage by opponents throughout the



battleMarla ensured that Khan had a 100% chance of triggering Khan's ability through synergies. Marla will also contribute to the increase in ship bonuses by slapping CaptainKati's statistics increasing critical damage. Note: I know some of you will ask why not Harrison. Harrison and Khan drain each other and don't work in tandem. JoachimOttoKatiInterceptor / BattleshipIf you do
not already have a Khan. This combination is still effective. Joachim reduced the effectiveness of StationOtto's defence in improving official statistics (bruising vessel bonuses) and contributed to Joachim's chances of ability. GorkonKerlaHarrisonAlternate: CothInterceptor/Battleship (excluding Intrepid/Legionary)This combination will address much damage in the first two rounds.
The ship may not last long in combat, but as long as it can extinguish the shorts or two it is an effective combo. combo.
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